Two Women Are Attacked In U. Area

and ANNE MARIE STEIN

Two women were reportedly attacked late Sunday afternoon in Separate incidents, a female student at University was attacked in the 400 block of Locust Street and another female student at University was attacked in the 400 block of Locust Street.

In the incident at University, a female student was reportedly attacked by a male at 4:00 P.M. inside one of the residence halls. According to Sergeant Gene Dooley of the University Police Department, the female student was reportedly attacked by a male at 10:00 P.M. inside one of the residence halls.

In the incident at University, a female student was reportedly attacked by a male at 8:00 P.M. inside one of the residence halls. According to Sergeant Gene Dooley of the University Police Department, the female student was reportedly attacked by a male at 10:00 P.M. inside one of the residence halls.

The attacks, if verified, would be the fourth and fifth sex crimes reported by the University since September 1973. The first incident occurred on September 20, 1973, when a female student was reportedly attacked by a male at 10:00 P.M. inside one of the residence halls.


caption: Sergeant Gene Dooley of the University Police Department, who was reportedly attacked by a male at 10:00 P.M. inside one of the residence halls.
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202 So. 36th St.
Cost: $1.50

Contact Lens Specialist
Our Prices are Amazingly Low
Dr. Leon Blumfield
(215) 243-8135

Student Discounts of 30 Percent Available for All Performances

CARNEGIE HALL
AN ALMOST PERFECT PERSON
A New Comedy by JUDITH ROSS
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SEATS NOW AT BOX OFFICE

ANNENBERG CENTER
JELLEMBACH THEATRE

SHABBAT SERVICE
Creative Readings, Traditional Prayers And Songs 8:00. 3rd Fl.
Hilltel Oemg Shabbat Afterwards

SHABBAT DINNER
Meet At 6:15 Lower Lobby Stouffer Wine And Challah Provided Free!
Sponsored By SAMBATON Liberal/Reform Jewish Students
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On Heart Ills Ends Today

Emeritus Professor of Therapeutics currently holding a symposium on "The Falling of the Heart" in honor of Pennsylvania's cardiopulmonary division, has been a faculty member since 1962. He has also served as dean of the Medical School as well as being a professor. Today's session, directed by the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania's nephrology division, will begin at 3 p.m. Dr. Fishmon, director of the symposium, said "Indirect Assessment of Cardiac Performance" and "The Therapy of Heart Failure." The sessions are open to all University faculty members and students.

Experts Discuss Foreign Policy, Soviet Relations

By MARK SELIN

Practical and theoretical issues of foreign policy were the subject of a three-day conference opened Monday at Swarthmore College. The conference, which ended Thursday, was sponsored by the University's American Institute for Diplomacy and Foreign Affairs and was attended by a number of internationally recognized foreign policy specialists.

Upcoming events included: "Soviet-American Strategic Arms Limitation (SALT) talks, and foreign policy objectives for both the Soviet Union and the United States in East Europe." The sessions were designed to examine the conference's main themes: "The messy level of foreign policy making," the complex behavior of foreign policy making, and the simple as in turn, the simple as the symposium progressed. "Today's session, which began at 8:45 a.m., is "Affluent Assessment of Cardiac Performance," and the Consequences of Treatment," he said. "The presentation of the heart is pretty unique opportunity for both students and professionals." All of the sessions are being held in the Boiler Auditorium in the University Museum.

The Peacock Is Dead!

by W. Harris Thompson

The story of a young, English footman who served the Lady Booby but loved the little Fanny.
Letters to the Editor

A Contradiction Between Quality and Apathy

By Tom Crowley

As a student athlete, I have a distinct position on Penn sports and the criticism it has received. The problem at the root of much of the criticism is that we are athletes, and the only ones who should care about our performance are other athletes, coaches, and fans. But we are people too, and we have feelings and aspirations, just like any other student. The fact that we attend an Ivy League school is to a great extent a source of pride for us, and we want to do our best in all areas of our lives. The problem is that people often assume that because we are athletes, our performance is the only thing that matters.

I am writing in response to the article "General Alumni Society and Appreciate That You Cannot Cover Student Component of a University-Past, Present and Future of the Ivy" by JUDITH RUBENSTEIN. She states that the students' component of the University is in danger of being forgotten. I strongly disagree with this statement.

First of all, at any other respectable university, the students' component of the University is the focus. This is because the students are the ones who make up the majority of the University's population. The University exists to serve the students, and it is the students who are responsible for maintaining its reputation.

Second, I feel Feldman has misinterpreted the Ivy Principle. Let's examine the quote from the charge to the Penn Athletics Committee. "We are a university, not an athletic organization. If and when the athletic program becomes more important than the academic program, we will be confirming our worst suspicions."

What is the level of spirit expected towards its football team. The fact is that the football team is the most popular sport on campus, and it is the one that draws the most attention. But this is not to say that the other sports are not important. They are all important, and they all contribute to the overall atmosphere of the University.

Finally, I would like to add that there is no reason for the students to be divided. We are all part of the same community, and we should be working together to uphold the University's reputation. No one should be left behind.

In conclusion, I feel the article is an attempt to create a divide between the students and the University. It is a attempt to make us feel like we are not valued, and that our efforts are not appreciated. But I believe that we are valued, and that our efforts are appreciated. And I believe that we should be working together to make the University a better place for all of us.

JANE PACKER

Macho Teamsters Show They Can Toot Their Own Horns

By Dave Lieber

Johnny Morris was standing on the corner of 34th Street in Philadelphia, laughing and talking to a group of students who were gathered around him. It was almost like the way the coach of the truck drivers was speaking, wearing a long black coat and smoking a cigarette. But there was one key difference: Morris was not a coach, and he was not in Philadelphia. He was in the middle of a labor dispute.

In an article by Tom Crowley, the students are described as being "arrogant" and "self-centered." However, it is important to remember that these students are just like any other students, and they are trying to get a good education.

It is true that some of the students may be asking for more, but it is not true that they are asking for something that is not possible. The students are simply asking for what they believe is fair.

In conclusion, I think that the students are being mistreated by the University. They are asking for something that is not unreasonable, and they deserve better.

Dave Lieber is a reporter for the Daily Telegraph.
Workaholics: 
Work Is All
That Matters
By MATT OHEEN

he is easy to spot. He works long
hours, takes work home, and often
wakes up in Work. Wharton, said
Thursday she feels that
workaholics, a person so overinvolved
outside his work.

"Much of the workaholic, a
commitment by the same male. "The
condition in school, where children
experience. "While some people are
more involved, others don't start off

Whether this extreme Job
involvement remains in their houses as police
remain in their houses as police

The alleged rape victim was taken
to Provident Hospital at 50th and
Fourteenth streets, an area which
would verify whether a rape
occurred. The woman, however, spoke
of an alleged attack in which she
was beaten and had a black mark

Lambert said, adding, "That
isn't exempt. The case
should be totally exempt. The case
was made in 1973 by the city. At that
time, the department major as

We are looking for freshmen and sophomores
who are interested in being interviewed
for assistant manager positions. Though
promotion to manager is not guaranteed, the
purpose in establishing these positions is to
insure continuity in our organization. If you are
interested in these positions contact Gary.

404 Chestnut St.
336-1940

Complete Dinner for Two
with this coupon $.95
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MANAGER—MARKETING DIVISION

1) Supervise promotional staff for student services.
2) Coordinate advertising into a campus plan.
3) Investigate new ventures and expansion of present
services.
4) Determine the demographics of the market.
5) 10-12 hours per week with flexible hours

PSA: 411 Logan Hall 243-6815
Once managed to drop 7 passes and 3 courses in same day.

Everything you always wanted in a beer. And less.

Col drinks Lite Beer from Miller because it’s less filling. With his schedule he can’t afford to get filled up.

Holds school record for most games played.

Insists on playing center and quarterback. Today he has to be in two places at once.

Thinks college is one big time-out.

October

Lite Beer from Miller.
Friday, October 14, 1977

Streaking Racquetwomen Set to Smash Rutgers

BY RICHARD KLEIN

If Claire Collins can expect to be loose and free-swinging as she is expressed in dealing with interviews, the women's tennis team will be constantly pushed by a tough match listeners welcome with Rutgers.

Collins appeared for an interview yesterday drenched out from lunch to smoke cigarettes, smile quietly, a characteristic smile, and an energetic mood. Lining forward is high gear.

Maybe it wasn't the cigarettes or the befuddling smile that accounted for Frosch (Continued from page 6)
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Hours. Monday-Friday 10 A.M.-6 P.M.
Wednesday Until 9 P.M.

NOW OPEN

We care about what you eat.
A New Butcher shop in town specializing in Prime Quality meats at prices your budget can tolerate.

If you're going to eat it, make sure it's good.

Come and try it "At Wally's Your Beef!"

And by the way... all of our meats are Kosher, too.

Located at the University City Holiday Inn,
Across from the Grad Towers at 36th and Chestnut Sts.
Call: 382-7444

Eating Made Easy

FRIDAY SPECIALS

Fried Green Tomatoes

FREE AND EASY

Increase your reading speed as much as 100%!

Get it while it's still free!
SCHEDULE OF FREE MINI-LESSONS

Today
Last Day
5:30 And 8 P.M.

Chestnut Hall
39th & Chestnut Sts.

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS
PHONE: 347-4567

FREE Mini-Lessons

All you need is 20 minutes and you can zip through your reading a lot faster. In fact you can cut your reading time almost in half! Hard to believe? Put us to the test. Come and discover the secrets to easy reading, better concentration, greater comprehension. These copyrighted techniques are taught in over 300 cities throughout the U.S. No gimmicks. No obligation. It's easy. It's fun. It works.
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Spikers Sweep Four
In Crosstown Massacre

BY MAURY HELLER

Once again proving the competition uneven, the Quakers yesterday slammed the likes of Harvard and Villanova with minimum effort, in the unmistakable four-games.

A political term which would subsequently describe the spikers performance

the Quakers, "overkill". The match pitted them against home team LaSalle, whom

overwhelmed by the Quakers, also in
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By ANDY ROSE

Lafayette and Lehigh haven’t had too many weeks when these two trouble-filled teams were finding more ways to lose a game than Bert Laney did in practice. From 1983 to 1985, the last three years they met, Lafayette lost to the visiting Leopards in each game.

For Pete it was the guidance of Tom Robert and the running of Denny Grommes that breathed life into the fourth straight Leopards’ offense, not exactly clashing during the past three weeks. Grommes was the key, as was a very, very physical game. Lafayette was counting on Paul Robertson to play the ball, because, with the way the game was going, we’d have to. We’re on the field, because we’d come in here and go out there, and our two have been here for a long time, longer than for the last three years. We have to run, and we have to catch, and we have to play as a team.

Putnam. "H's just we had too much played decent and moved the ball game and we don't want to mar our coach Harry Gamble. "I preach to the letdown. "Of course I'm must avomic Jones last year, gave a sensational finally settled down, it moved against solid game. Our biggest problem was potential," continued Putnam.

Point 33-6 and Bucknell 34-7. And Grosvenor thatshockedBrown'sfourth Tom Roland and the running of Denis 7:30, atFranklin Field. faded from the news, so did the of fumbling handoffs and committing football coach's nightmare, then John so are the players. We have been Lafayettes early season problems defensive squad practice against the offensive consistency."

As was the case against Navy, the "I'm always impressed with they're a big game because they take out a big game when they play them."

But if encouraging early-season at least two teams that have shown. Honestly, we've been a bit offensive consistency."

"We're not as bad as bad as bad, said Gamble. "We're having a great time."

"They're a quarter Back to keep them. They're a quarter Back to keep them in the game."

"I don't think we can stop them."

"Putnam, however, disagrees in part with Gamble. "We have to stop their running game."

"They stop their running game."

This is exactly what Lehigh did to Lehigh. This is exactly what Lehigh did to Lafayette. This is exactly what Lehigh did to Lafayette. This is exactly what Lehigh did to Lafayette.

"Shadowed At Easeict Rownblum

"This is exactly what Lehigh did to Lafayette. This is exactly what Lehigh did to Lafayette. This is exactly what Lehigh did to Lafayette.

"We know what type of game they'll show. Honestly, we've been a bit offensive consistency."